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Background: Annually in the world 2.1 million people are killed and more than 50
million people are either injured or disabled in road accidents. Discharge against
medical advice (DAMA) has increased risk of morbidity and mortality. This study
aimed to evaluate the rate and reasons for DAMA in the traffic accident victims at
the emergency department (ED) to provide solutions in reducing its complications.
Methods: This is a descriptive and cross-sectional study. The population in this
study consisted of the victims of traffic accidents referred to the ED of Imam
Khomeini Hospital affiliated by Tehran University of Medical Sciences. The random
sampling method was usedand by Cochran formula 147 people were selected and
examined for two months. In order to evaluate the validity of checklists, 10 patients
were randomly assigned to call and the cause of discharge was requested. Data
collection was done through DAMA checklist in the patients’ documents. The
finding were entered into spss16 for descriptive statistics and analysis.
Results: Most of traffic accident victims (79.6%) discharged with physicians’
recommendations. The DAMA was 17.7% and 2.7% escaped from hospital. In all
of patients’ DAMA (26), 46.15 percentage was about all four reasons, 23.08
percentage was treatment reason, and the last reason was due to hospitalized issues
(3.85%).
Conclusion: Among the four causes of DAMA, treatment problems was higher
than others. Patients’ participation in the selection of treatment and focusing on
medical equipment are recommended. It is a challenge to the quality of health care
services when patients do not adhere to their physicians’ recommendations for
treatment.
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Evaluation of Discharge Against Medical Advice

Introduction
ischarge against medical advice (DAMA) has
been a prevalent and common problem
for health care providers. The patient chooses
to leave the hospital before the physician’s
recommendation to discharge(1). The Patients who
discharge against medical advice probably still
need further care and treatment. After DAMA and
lack of follow-up care, most of these patients are at
increased risk of morbidity and mortality (2, 3).
The average of DAMA is about 1–2%, and these
patients’ potential to suffer adverse health
outcomes is of major concern (4).
Between 2002 to 2011, in the U.S., more than
338,000 inpatient hospitalizations were discharged
against medical advice each year, with a 1.9%
average annual increase in prevalence over the
decade. The predictors of DAMA are, including
lack of health insurance, male sex, region, younger
age, race.ethnicity, income, primary diagnosis,
severity of illness, hospital location.type and size,
psychiatric illness, and drug or alcohol abuse (5, 6).
Several studies in various settings in some
departments, including Emergency Department
(ED) have also shown that readmission rates of
the patients discharged AMA are much higher
than their counterparts discharged with approval
(6). In Sayed's study, patients who left against
medical advice (AMA) after the first visit were
mainly seen by an emergency medicine specialist
(40%) or an internal medicine specialist (42.9%)
(7). The percentage of DAMA is one of the
indicators in assessing the quality of emergency
services in Iran (8).
Ending a hospitalization prematurely can have
implications for evaluation and resource utilization
system. DAMA is likely to result in greater
subsequent utilization, including more return visits,
and perhaps greater costs for the subsequent care
of an initially inadequate treatment condition. If
hospital care is incomplete, the patient may
continue to be ill and readmitted. Overall costs of
caring for these patients over time may be higher
than patients who leave the hospital with medical
recommendation. Therefore, preventing DAMA is
likely to benefit both patients and health systems
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(9, 10). The health worker feels distressed and
powerless when patients choose suboptimal care;
moreover,disagreement over a DAMA can cause
patient-physician and intra team conflict (11).
Studies reported that DAMA rate was higher
than other countries and the major subject was
about patient issue and the ED had higher DAMA
rate than other units (in a mental hospital was 3
and in the ED 20%) (12). The ED is the entrance
for the traffic accident victims to the hospital to
receive care and treatment.The staff in this
section guarantee to admit the patients to the ED
and provide brisk treatment (13). Healthcare
systems in the world are trying to bring down the
due-to-accident deaths by establishing emergency
centers (14).
Annually 2.1 million people are killed and more
than 50 million people are either injured or
disabled in road accidents in the world; 85% of
deaths and 90% of handicaps occur in middle and
low-income countries (15). The WHO has reported
that in 2012 injuries or traumas were the third
cause of death (due to road accidents) which
comprise 8.1% of all the deaths in the country (16).
In various studies, the patients' medical records
were recommended (17, 18) to assess discharge
with personal satisfaction and to formulate plans to
reduce or prevent it. Therefore, this study aimedto
evaluate the reasons for DAMA in the traffic
accident victims who have high rates of mortality
and morbidity in Iran by evaluating patients'
records.
Materials and Methods
The population of this descriptive and crosssectional study consisted of traffic accident victims
referred to the ED of Imam Khomeini Hospital in
2015. The average number of the casualties
admitted in the ED was 120 people per month. The
sampling method was random and by using the
Cochran formula the sample capacity was
calculated to be 147 people for two months.
Data collection was done through patients’
documents in hospital. Data collected by
completing the realized checklist filed in patients'
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documents . The checklist contained patients'
demographic information (namely age, gender,
marital status) and specific data, such as
the type (DAMA, escape, with a physician’s
recommendations) and reasons of DAMA,
including hospitalized problem, treatment,
personal, relations with health workers (physicians,
nurses and other workers in the hospital).
In order to evaluate the validity of checklists,
10 patients were randomly assigned to call and the
cause of discharge was requested. The call number
of the patients was extracted from the document
and the researcher personally contacted with them.
Their reasons were consistent with the reason
given in the patients' document. The finding were
entered into spss16 for descriptive statistics and
analysis. In addition, this study was approved by
the ethics code IR.SBMU.PHNS.REC. 1394.20 in
Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences.
To
investigate
the
patients'
documents,
coordination with the ED manegement and hospital
management was necessary and a written letter
from was received and the researchers emphasized
the principle of confidentiality of the data. The
telephone call time to the patient was explained by
the purpose of the study and the confidentiality of
the patients' name.

This study was conducted with the ethical code
of IR.SBMU.PHNS.REC.1394.20 in Shahid
Beheshti University of Medical Sciences.
Results
Overall in the ED of Imam Khomeini Hospital,
147 patients were studied and their demographic
information are given in Table 1.
For the variety of gender, out of 147 studied
patients, 38.8% of whom were female and the
rest(90 patients) were male. For the variable of age
12.9% of all the patients were under 20, 47.6% of
them were between 20 and 40, and the rest were
above 40. For the marital statue, 33.3% of the
paitients were single (table1).
Table 2 reveals that most of traffic accident
victims (79.6%) discharged with physicians’
recommendations, 17.7% of them discharged
AMA and 2.7% escaped from hospital.
Table 3 shows that in all patients discharged
AMA (26), 46.15%was about all four reasons,
23.08%was for treatment reason, and the last
reason was hospitalized issue (3.85%).
The patients' remarks during a telephone call
were in line with the information contained in the
patients' documents.

Table 1. The Distribution of Patients in Terms of Demographic Variables
Demographic variable
Female
Gender
Male
<20
21-40
Age
41-60
>61
Single
Marital status
Married
Total

Number
57
90
19
70
47
11
49
98
147

Percentage
38.8
61.2
12.9
47.6
32.0
7.5
33.3
66.7
100

Table 2. The distribution of Type of Discharge Variable
Type of discharge
With a physician’s recommendation
DAMA
Escape
Total

204

Number
117
26
4
147

Percentage
79.6
17.7
2.7
100
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Table 3. The Distribution of Reason of DAMA Variable
Reason of DAMA
Hospitalized
Treatment
Personal
Relations with health worker
All of reason
Total

Discussion
This study aimed to evaluate the DAMA in
traffic accident victims referred to the ED of Imam
Khomeini hospital of Tehran. The percentage of
DAMA was 17.7which is less than the result of the
study at a hospital in Khoy city with 6.82%
DAMA of all inpatients and 19.65% of all
outpatients in the ED (19), as well as Asady's study
(31.4%) (20), Shiriani's study (20.2%) (21). In a
study in the U.S., out of 104,566 documented ED
visits, 1.1% of patients disdharged AMA (22).
Rangraz et al. indicated that DAMA rate was
higher than other countries; moreover, the major
subject was about patients' problem and it was
higher in the ED than other units (12). The rate of
DAMA in the current study may be due to the fact
that traffic accident victims did not refer to the
hospital with their choice. As soon as a relative
improvement prefers to be transferred to other
hospitals or to a hospital near their neighborhood
and Continue treatment with their trusted doctors.
However, in this study, the DAMA rate in the ED
was better than the same studies in Iran.
In the present study, most people discharged
with personal satisfaction, declared the reasons for
leaving the hospital for all four factors (reasons for
hospitalized, reasons for treatment, personal
reasons and relation with employees). After that,
most of the reasons for the treatment issue were
mentioned. The reasons for treatment are including
choice of treatment type and related problems. The
last reason was the relationship with health
workers. Ashrafi et al. indicated that among the
causes of DAMA, the high rates were related to
personal problems and going to other centers, and
the lowest level was related to dissatisfaction with
the physician (23). In the study of Mokhtari et al.,
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Number
1
6
4
3
12
26

Percentage
3.85
23.08
15.38
11.54
46.15
100.00

the most important reason for discharging was
prolongation of hospital stay. Other reasons were
listed as feeling better, tending to stay in the
hospital medical center, denial of treatment,
dissatisfaction with the physician, lack of facilities,
dissatisfaction with the service provider and end
stage of the patient (19). Accordingly, in various
studies, the least reason for DAMA is the patient's
relationship with the health worker and
dissatisfaction of them, that is in line with the
present study.
In this study, 2.7%of patients escaped of the ED.
In a study in Hong Kong, patients' escape of
inpatient unit was about 0.3%(24). Studies
mentioned that the rate of escape from ED of
hospitals was higher than other departments (25).
In some studies, patients' scape is one of DAMA;
however,they were separately calculated in this
study.
Financial issues (26) and lake of insurance (5)
were among the reasons in other studies for
DAMA; however,traffic accident victims are free
of charge. Therefore, other reasons for DAMA are
more important than financial issues.
Conclusion
Among the four causes of DAMA, treatment
problems were more important than others.
Patients' participation in the selection of treatment
and focusing on the medical equipment is
recommended. It is a challenge to the quality of
health care services when patients do not adhere to
their physicians’ recommendations for treatment.
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